Commercial Kitchen Systems
The Hydramist® 15AMPU featuring automatic and manual operation comprises of one 15 litres/min high pressure, high speciﬁcation pump with
electrically driven single phase motor. A self monitoring ﬂow sensor arrangement provides automatic operation – a power healthy lamp is also
contained within the stainless steel cabinet.
The unit oﬀers a stand alone solution only requiring connection to standard single phase electrical power and potable water. The unit is designed to
be wall mounted.
The Hydramist® 15AMPU has been designed to provide fast and eﬀective automatic response to ﬁres in a wide range of applications.
The system was initially designed to provide ﬁre suppression to catering sized deep fat fryers and associated ducting. It has also been successfully
tested for use as an automatic ﬁre suppression unit in custodial cells.
Until now restaurant fryer ﬁre protection systems have traditionally used dry powder or wet chemical ﬁre suppression systems as a ﬁre suppression
medium.However these traditional systems can leave a large amount of potentially hazardous residues from the ﬁre suppression agent on the catering
equipment which must be cleaned up before cooking can re-commence. This leaves a restaurant without a kitchen during this period.
Using atomised normal drinking water the Hydramist® 15AMPU high pressure
Watermist ﬁre extinguishing systems act quickly to extinguish the ﬁre and prevent
re-ignition by cooling the oil and hot metal surfaces.
The Hydramist® systems very ﬁne droplets of water turn to steam upon contact with the
ﬂames. The steam created then smothers the ﬁre by displacing oxygen at the ﬂame
front to extinguish the ﬁre. After extinguishment the mist evaporates latent heat away
to prevent re-ignition. As the droplets are very ﬁne no water can come into contact with
the oil until the oil temperature is below 100c removing any risk of splashing.
After activation next to no clean-up is necessary as the extinguishing agent is clean
water allowing the kitchen to be back in operation extremely quickly.
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